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I. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The possibility of exciting a given acoustic mode in a. liquid-

propellant rocket motor depends can the nature of the interaction that

occurs between this mode and the various physical processes and mechani-

cal components that awe present in the system. While some of the physical

processes (e.g., the combustion process) will tend, to "feed ," energy into

the wave and hence excite it, other processes will "act" as energy sinks

and thus tend to attenuate the wave. The excitation of a given acoustic

mode depends on the balance that exists among the various "gain" and

"loss" mechanisms. Quantitative information about the vwAous "gain"

and "loss" mechanisms, as they are related to various modes, must

become available before a reliable design procedure for liquid-propellant

rocket engines can be established.

Of special importance is the need for quantitative understanding

of the effect that the presence of a converging-diverging nozzle at one

end of the combustor has upon the 'behavior of the natural modes of the

combustion chamber. While it is generally accepted that the presence

of a converging-diverging nozzle will tend to damp the longitudinal

modes, its influence upon the transverse and three-dimensional modes is

still open to question, Analytical studies 1.,2 indicate that the response

of a nozzle that is subjected to transverse or three-dimensional acoustic

oscillations depends on its geometry, the mode and frequency of the

oscillations, and the Mach number of the entering mean flotr. Surprisingly,

the results of these analytical studies also point out the possibility

that under certain conditions the nozzle might actually "pump" energy into
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the combustion chamber and thus have a de!3tabilizing effect. These

analytical predictions have never been verified experimentally; they

have nevertheless been used in design by several major rocket manu-

factures. To improve existing design procedures it is important that

these analytical predictions be checked experimentally.

The experimental determination of the response of several con-

verging-diverging nozzles that are subjected to three-dimensional or

transverse acoustic oscillation is one of the objectives of the ;present

study. More specifically, it is the aim of this study, to experimentally

determine the dependence of the nozzle admittance relation, which quan-

titatively describes the wave-nozzle, interaction, upon the nozzle , shape,

frequency and mode of oscillation, and upon the Mach number of the

entering mean flog. Attaining this goal requires the development of

special experimental facilities as well as nets measurement technietues .

Work performed during the first quarter of investigation was devoted

to the design of the experimental facilities and the development of a

theory that will provide the foundation for the new measurement teeh-

niques.

The second objective of this program is the investigation of

the behavior of acoustic liners in simulated rocket environment. Me

majority of past studies of wave attenuation by Helmholtz resonators

were limited to one-dimensional oscillations while the presence of

mean flo..r past or through the resonators was not properly accounted

for. There exists a need to experimentally determine the effect of

various design parameters upon the attenuation caused by a liner when

it is subjected to three-dimensional or transverse acoustic oscilla••
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tions. Such information should be obtained from carefully controlled

experiments in which the flo g conditions inside are unstable rocket

engine frill be simulated as closely as possible. The cold flow rocket

simulator that is presently being designed at Georgia Tech will provide

the environment in which such experiments can be conducted. It is one

of the objectives of this program to combine theory and experiments in

the quantitative determination of the influence of liner design para-

meters and engine flow conditions upon the damping effectiveness of

acoustic liners that are subjected to three-dimensional and/or transverse

pressure oscillations. Such information is a prerequisite for the

establishment of reliable design procedure for effective acoustic

liners.

II. PROGRESS TO DATE

A. Theoretical Studies

1. Theoretical Considerations of Impedance Tubes For Three

Dimensional OsciLlations.

Classical theory which provides the foundation for the design

of impedance tube experiments3 aLsumes that the pressure oscillations

are one-dimensional and that they are superimposed upon a quiescent

medium. In order to achieve the objectives outlined in the introduc-

tion of this report the classical theory had to be modified to account

for the presence of one-dimensional mean flow and three-dimensional

pressure oscillations. It was the objective of this theoretical study

--N
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to obtain expressions that trill describe the dependence of the amplitude

of the three-dimensional pressure o :cill.ations upon the "end-T ,rall" admit-

tance, the Mach number of the mean flow and the frequency and transverse

erode of oscillation. Since this expression will depend upon the acoustic

admittance presented to the Vraves at one end of the tube, then a change

in this admittance will result in cringes in the axial distribution of

the pressure amplitude. If a relationship between the pressure amplitude

and admittance function at one end of the tube is known, then for given

e,,xperimental conditions the measurement of the axial variation of the

pressure amplitude along the tube can be used to determine the admit-

tance function at the end of the tube. In the present investigation

such a method vill be used in the experimental determination of the

admittance function of supercritical nozzles that are subjected to

pressure oscillations that depend on more than one space dimension.

During the first quarter of investigation a theory that resulted

in an analytical expression that describe.a the axial variations of the

amplitude of a three-dimensional pressure oscillation has been developed.

This expression can be considered, as the counterpart of the classical

one-dimensional expression that is used in the design of one-dimensional

impedance tubed.. The theory shows that the standing three-dimensional

grave pattern can be considered as a superposition of incid nt and re-

flected waves. Knowing the ratio of reflected and incident pressure

amplitudes and the phase shift upon reflection, the standing three-

dimensional grave pattern in the tube can be a ,tablished.

The analysis that produced tY► ,- pression for the amplitude of

the three-dimensional pressure oscillations was based on the folloi-ring

,m. ,	 ,w.-.	 ...._	 .,.^^, ^^c*^+'rr4RT •,. ,.^n,yw •« ;, i,`,,+"x-.. .1w^y..,.ssrnc.^^'Y5Y°xz^, ^ 	a	 ^•'+^"D".e.,-
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assumptions (1) '-he unsteady flour is inviscid and irrotationala (2)

the mean flow is one-dimensional ) and its Mach number does not vary

along the tube; and (3) wave attenuation along the tutee is neglegible.

An investigation is presently-wider way to determine whether some of

these assumptions may bA relaxed, and the analysis extended to consider

more general flour situations.

The results obtained in the above-mentioned investigation were

used to develop a computer program that will determine the admittance

at the end of the tube (i.e., the nozzle admittance) from available

experimental data. This computer program is divided into several

parts. In the first part the variation of the pressure amplitude along

the tube, for a given admittance at the end of the tube and for given

operating conditions, can be determined. In another part of the pro-

,gram the admittance at the end of the tube can be computed from input

data that consists of the values of the pressure amplitude at three

locations along the tube. This computer program is used at present

to determine the optimum axial locations of the pressure transducers

that vrill be used in the actual experiments. In addition this program

is currently utilized in an investigation directed at the determina-

tion of the errors in the calculated admittance function that vrill

result from experimental errors in the measured pressure amplitude.

In a different study, another computer prograr: that was originally

used in cousbustion instability studies  has been modified to compute the

nozzle admittance function for a given nozzle configuration and given

operating conditions. This program computes the admittance function by

numerically solving a system of differential equations originally de-

__	 ...
{
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rived by Crocco4 in his study of cave propagation in supercritical

converging-diverging nozzles, The admittance functions computed in

this program trill be compared with those measured experimentally.

Such comparison: will sh^d V necer;; ^ry Light upon the applicability

in rocket design of available nozzle theories.

2. Acoustic Liner Studies

During the first quarter all relevant literature on acoustic

liners has been suxveyed. This has been done in order to avoid un-

necessary duplication of effort. It has been found that although

several. excellent theoretical studies (e.g., ref. s) of the problem

are presently available, no experimental study aimed at direct veri-

fication of the theoretical findings has been conducted to date. The

literature survey revealed an interesting theoretical study 6 , con-

ducted by Brillouin, in which the liner, response was related to prop-

erties (e.g., the effective mass and the effective resistance) of a

single resonator. This study which has been restricted to longitudinal

oscillations has since been extended to consider the case of transverse

oscillations. The theoretical results obtained in this study are

presently being progrtanmed for numerical computations. Theje results

will serve as guidelines in the planning of the acoustic Liner experi-

ments.

Additional study on the interaction of a single Helmholtz

resonator -vdth finite amplitude sound waves has also been conducted.

In this study the model of the resonator's flow field that was used

in Sul earlier ;, tudy7 has been modified to better fit experimental
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observations of the floe field $, The results produced in this experi-

mental study are in excellent agreement with available experimental

data ot. resonator resistance. The results obtained in this study will

be used as gu14elines in the experimental determination of the im-

pedance of a single Helmholtz resonator that is subjected to transverse

and three-dimensional pres.;ure oscillations. It is also hoped that the

results obtained in this study will serve as a first step in the develop-

ment of a more comprehensive theory that will describe the behavior of

arrays of Helmholtz resonators when the latter are subjected to finite

amplitude prey ure osculations.

It has recently been found that the Russian literature contains

a considerable number of studies that may be relevant to our investiga-

tions of acoustic liners. These papers are presently being, revieved,

and all relevant information will be gathered.

B. Design of T^erimentai Facili

The main objective of this portion of the program was the

design of an acoustic facility capable of closely simulating the flog

conditions in an unstable liquid-propellant rocket engine. The choice

of rocket simulator chamber diameter was determined by three factors:

(1) the upper limit of frequency at which the acoustic power output

of the acoustic driver drops off (1000 cps), (2) the frequency spacing;

between the various transverse acoustic modes of the chamber and (3)

the blow-down time of the air supply system at the test Mach numbers.

The chamber length (10 ft.) was selected to be consistent frith previous

impedance tube work at Georgia Tech, The selection of a chamber dia-
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meter and chamber Mach numbers fixed the nozzle throat diameter. The

remainder of the nozzle dimensions iere selected to fit the require-

ments of available theoretical studies on the subject4 as tell as

reflect current nozzle design practices. An injector Stith a shower-

head orifice pattern is included as ,n L."e,gra.l part of this teat

apparatus. The driving characteristics of the combustion process are

simulated by acoustic drivers that are placed 4-in# dottnstrea€n of the

Injector. The chamber pressure has been determineVbu the require-

ment the4t the flown at the nozzle throat be conic during the experiment,

It can be seen From this short discussion that the design of this cold-

flow facility attempted to simulate every aspect of the flog in an

unstable rocket engine Stith the exception of the combustion process.

Airflows requirements for the experiment will be provided by an

existing 3000 psia air supply with a ;storage capacity of 500 cubic

feet. The testing time available for a continuous run I,s approximately

200 seconds with a 11.375-a:^-.h diameter impedance tube wtith a chamber

pressure of 30 Asia and a. mean flow. Mach number of 0.16.

The test apparatus and supporting facility are shown in Figure

1. The test apparatus consists of the •injector, chamber (i.e. ) im-

pedance tube), exhaust nozzle, acoustic liner, and acoustic drivers.

The intended operating conditions for this facility include chamber

Mach numbers up to 0.20 at total pressures in the chamber up to and

including 50 Asia, Regulator valves will maintain the desired pres-

sure levels in the impedance tube and across the acoustic drivers.

The injector will be fabricated from a 12-in. ips blind flange

with a 150 lb. ASA rating. The air will pass through the injector

oil
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plate via a showerhead injector orifice pattern. The main objective

of this design is to keep the velocity distribution of the entering

air as uniform as possible and at the same time keep the acoustic

impedance of the injector rs high as possible. The latter can".*

achieved by uniformly-spaced holes and a large pressure drop across

the injector.

The chamber (i.e., the impedance tube) is fabricated from an

aluminum pipe that has an inner diameter of 11.375-in., a wall thick-

ness of 0.687-in., and an overall length of 10-ft, The acoustic

drivers can be mounted on the chamber at a location 4-in. downstream

of the injector face at three different tangential positions; 0 0,
90

0
, and 1800 . The first tangential mode can be made to spin or

stand by properly selecting two of these three port,. Pressure

oscillations iiithin the chamber will be monitored by 7 or 8 - depend-

ing on the mode - pressure transducers, Photocon Model 413. There

are 9 axial locations at which 2 transducers can be mounted at 0°

and 2700 A tenth axial position, 5-inches upstream of the exhaust

nozzle (or liner) . has 4 prvisure ports located at 00 , 1200 , 1800 ,

and 2700 . Because a given mode has estabiirihed ch ` acteristics, the

selection of pressure transducer position gill be determined by the

mode to be tested. To date the chamber has been designed and ordered

and we are presently rechecking our original design.

Two exhaust nozzles have been designed. The first nozzle has

an entrance de6ign Mach number of 0.08 while the second has an en-

trance design..,	 a umber of 0.16,E Both nozzles have a radius of

curvature at the inlet and radius of curvature at the throat equal
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to the chamber radius of 5.688-in. Hovever, the convergent half-angle

of the first nozzle is 150 while that of the second nozzle is 300.

The test results of the first nozzle are expected to agree more closely

to Crocco's Nozzle Admittance Theory than the results of the second

nozzle because of the small angle assumption of that theory. Originally)

the design of both nozzleN called for aluminum to be the nozzle material

but subsequent cost analyses indicated that a reinforced plastic (i.e*,

fiberglass) Mould cut the cost of fabrication by a factor of three.

Consequently, both nozzles are being redesigned for the new manufactur-

ing technique. Both nozzle designs will be submitted to the NASA pro-

ject engineer for his approval prior to the initiation of the final

phase of the fabrication cycle..

Two different types of acoustic drivers will be used. For the

no-flot.r experiments (reference data) , tyro 75-watt, electro-magnetic

University acoustic drivers will be used. For those experiments with

flow, tuo 4000 iratt, e:lectro-pneumatic Lang drivers `rill be used.

There is one area of great concern at 1- is time, namely the

noise generated within the air stream by the normal shocks in the

valves. The required pressure drops across the valves require the

valves to operate critically, thereby inducing a considerable amount

of noise to the entire system. Various techniques to suppress this

noise are being investigated and shovr that this problem can be cir-

cumvented to a great extent. The residual noise can then be tolerated.

C. Expected Progress During Next Report Period

During this quarter theoretical investigations aimed at improv-

j
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ing existing impedance tube theories and available measurement tech-

niques will continue. Computer programs developed to date will be

used in an error analysis that will determine the accuracy and reli-

ability of -woo experimental data.. The nozzle computer program will

be used to numerically calculate the theoretical nozzle admittance

function. The predictions provided by these calculations will be

used for comparison with the experimental data. Theoretical investi-

gations of acoustic liners Brill continue and liner experiments will

be planned and designed.

Dr, sign and fabrication of all components of the experimental

facility-will be completed. Installation and preliminary checkout of

various support systems i7ill ' -.e initiated.
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